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Clarification of Definition 

Stunning, Hibernation, 
and Viability 



Viable myocardium 

“ Viable “ Myocardium in ischemic condition 

Normal Myocardium 

Stunned Myocardium 

Hibernating Myocardium 



Myocardial stunning 

Dysfunctional at rest, but has normal resting myocardial blood flow 

Prolonged dysfunction of the myocardium after a brief episode of severe 
ischemia, with gradual return of contractile activity 



Hibernating Myocardium 

Dysfunctional, and has reduced resting myocardial blood flow 

but viable myocardium 

Adaptive reduction in contractility and metabolic demand of the myocyte in 
the face of chronically reduced myocardial perfusion, to maintain cellular 
integrity and prevent myocardial necrosis 

Can be improved following revascularization 



Viable myocardium 

Normal Myocardium 

Stunned Myocardium 

Hibernating Myocardium 

“Continuous disease spectrum” 
Repeated episodes of stunning 
leading to hibernation 

“ Viable “ Myocardium in ischemic condition 



Spectrum of 
myocardial dysfunction 
in ischemic CMP 

Shah BN. EHJ 2013;34:1323-1334 



Outcomes of myocardial ischemia 



Detecting Viability 

Non-invasive 
Imaging Modalities 



Detecting Viability 

Echocardiography 

Nuclear Imaging 

Cardiac MRI 

Standard Echocardiography 

Low-dose dobutamine echocardiography (LD-DbE) 

Myocardial contrast echocardiography (MCE) 

Single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) 

Positron emission tomography (PET) 

Late gadolinium-enhancement CMR (LGE-CMR) 

Dobutamine stress CMR (Db-CMR) 



Standard echocardiography 

Wall thinning (end-diastolic wall thickness ≤6mm) with hyper-echoic myocardium 
: suggests scar formation, high negative predictive value for functional recovery 
 

Ventricular remodelling and dilatation 
: severely dilated ventricles often do not improve in function following 
revascularization, irrespective of the quantity of HM 



Low-dose dobutamine echocardiography 

Biphasic response is considered the best indicator of likelihood of functional recovery 
: Low dose dobutamine – augments myocardial thickening, facilitating the assessment of 

contractile reserve 
: High dose dobutamine – the coronary flow reserve is depleted leading to ischemia and 

worsening of function  



Myocardial contrast echocardiography 

Myocardial wall motion and thickening 
Integrity of micro-circulation and assessment of myocardial perfusion 



SPECT 

Delayed TI-201 redistribution 
: TI-201 uptake and washout kinetics are much faster in myocardium with normal 
perfusion than in underperfused but viable myocardium 

: Delayed TI-201 redistribution in regions with an initial perfusion defect is a hallmark 
of myocardial viability 

Normal perfusion Tracer redistribution affecting LAD/RCA territory 



PET 

Superior spatial and temporal resolution compared with SPECT 
Perfusion – metabolism mismatch : hallmark of HM 
 
FDG uptake : intact metabolism 
13N-ammonia, 15O-water, 82Rb-rubidium : assessment of perfusion 

Beanlands RS. JACC 2007;50:2002-2012 



CMR 

Late gadolinium enhancement 
: Gadolinium-based contrast agents are distributed in proportion to the extracellular space, which 
is increased during acute necrosis and chronic fibrosis 

Transmural extent of infarction (TEI) 
: Most units use a cutoff of 50% TEI for nonviable myocardium  

Db-CMR 
: Same principle as dobutamine stress echocardiography with comparable diagnostic accuracy 

Schuster A. JACC 2012;59:359-370 



Differences among imaging modalities 

SPECT 

PET 

MCE 

DbE 

Db-CMR 

LGE-CMR 

Cellular Integrity 

Cellular Metabolism 

Contractile Reserve 

More sensitive 

More specific 

Different components of cell viability 



Variable techniques for detecting HM 

Shah BN. EHJ 2013;34:1323-1334 



Various imaging techniques in Dx of HF 

2012 ESC Guidelines for the diagnosis and 
treatment of acute and chronic heart failure 

EHJ 2012;14:803-869 



Noninvasive cardiac imaging 

2013 ACCF/AHA Guidelines for the 
management of heart failure 

Circulation 2013;128:e240-e327 



Evidence for Revascularization 



OMT alone 

Revascularization 
+ OMT 



Observational and retrospective studies 

Camici PG. Circulation 2008;117::103-114 

Meta-analysis comprising 24 studies 
using SPECT, PET, DbE 

Allman KC. JACC 2002;39::1151-1158 



Summary of 3 key trials 

Shah BN. EHJ 2013;34:1323-1334 

The patients whose physicians adhered to the PET-
guided recommendations had significantly better 
outcomes than patients in the standard treatment 
arm 

Terminated prematurely d/t 
withdrawal of funding, preferential 
enrolment into the STICH trial 
 
Not sufficiently powered to draw 
conclusion 





STICH trial 
1. The added value of revascularization over OMT 

Velazquez EJ. NEJM 2011;364:1607-1616 



STICH trial – criticisms 1 

 The demographics of the enrolled patients 

 The mean age was just 60 years 

 >60% predominantly suffered from angina pectoris 

 >60% were in NYHA functional class I or II dysnea 

 The presence of clinical HF was not necessary for trial enrollment 

 

 A study in CAD patients with LV dysfunction and angina rather than patients with HF 

syndrome per se 

 

 Possible selection bias 

 The average recruitment rate was just 2 patients/site/year 

 Strongly suggesting that many eligible patients were not enrolled 

 Especially in the patients considered good candidates for CABG, many of whom were 

operated on without inclusion in the trial 

 The trial excluded patients with significant left main disease given the proven 

prognostic benefit of CABG 

 



STICH trial – criticisms 2 

 High cross-over rate between groups 

 17% of patients assigned to OMT actually underwent CABG 

 9% of patients randomized to CABG never underwent surgery 

 6% of patients in the OMT group underwent PCI, but this was not counted as 

revascularization 

 

 Although the ITT analysis did not demonstrate a beneficial impact of revascularization, 

the as-treated analysis did show significant benefit for CABG over OMT alone 

(P<0.001) 

 

 High LV ejection fraction of enrolled patients 

 Although a key inclusion criterion was LV ejection fraction (EF) <35%, 18.5% of 

patients had an EF >35% and 8% had an EF of >40% 



STICH trial 
2. The impact of myocardial viability test prior to revascularization 

Bonow RO. NEJM 2011;364:1617-1625 

The patients who had viable myocardium showed lower mortality rate 



STICH trial 
2. The impact of myocardial viability test prior to revascularization 

Bonow RO. NEJM 2011;364:1617-1625 



Viability sub-study of STICH – criticisms 1 

 Not a true randomized assessment 

 Only half of the patients underwent viability testing, which was left to the discretion of 

the responsible cardiologist 

 Only 19% of patients had nonviable myocardium, which does not reflect cohorts of 

ICM patients seen in previous studies. 

 The small numbers of patients with nonviable myocardium potentially reduces power 

to detect differences between the study groups 

 It is likely that many patients who demonstrated HM were not randomized and 

underwent revascularization and that those without HM also were not enrolled 

 

 A crucial difference between the groups 

 The patients who underwent viability testing had significantly greater LV dysfunction, 

LV dilatation, and incidence of previous AMI 

 The patients with very severe LV dysfunction have greater risks associated with 

revascularization, and severely remodelled ventricles are less likely to benefit from 

revascularization despite extensive hibernating myocardium 



Viability sub-study of STICH – criticisms 2 

 Imaging modalities 

 The use of 2 separate and different modalities, SPECT and DbE, one considered 

more sensitive and the other more specific to myocardial viability 

 The definitions of ‘viability’ were significantly different between the techniques 

 the study considered the presence of hibernating tissue, irrespective of whether it 

was subtended by a diseased coronary artery or not 

 Newer imaging modalities such as LGE-CMR and PET with higher resolution were 

not used in the STICH trial 

 

 Benefits of optimal medical therapy 

 Medical therapy also improves LV function in patients with hibernating myocardium 

 Annual mortality rate in the STICH trial was much lower (7.1%) than previous meta-

analyses and cohort studies which were carried out before modern aggressive 

medical therapy era  



2013 ACCF/AHA Heart Failure Guideline 
Circulation 2013;128:e240-e327 



2012 ESC Guidelines for the diagnosis and 
treatment of acute and chronic heart failure 

EHJ 2012;14:803-869 



Summaries of guidelines and the STICH 

 Those who are candidates for and require revascularization, CABG 

appears superior to PCI in improving survival in patients with 3VD or 

2VD that includes the proximal LAD 

 

 Those who are candidates for medical therapy alone or with CABG, 

CABG does not improve survival, but is superior for reducing CV death 

and reducing the combination of CV death and CV hospitalization; 

however, CABG carries with it an upfront risk that disappears by 2 years 

after surgery 

 

 The assessment of myocardial viability or reversible ischemia does not 

appear to be helpful in determining which patients will improve more 

with CABG 

 



Ischemia vs. Viability 

Are they equally 
important ? 



Ischemia vs. Viability 

“Hibernating” Myocardium 

Dysfunctional and ischemic, but viable myocardium 

Whether it is necessary to assess both 
viability and ischemia  

 
or  
 

Whether viability testing alone is sufficient 
in ICM patient ? 



Ischemia did predict outcome 

Smart SC. JACC 1999;33::512-521 

Viability and ischemia did predict outcome 
The patients generally had less severe CAD 



Ischemia did not provide incremental information 

Rizzello V. Heart 2006;92::239-244 

Ischemia did not have incremental information over viability status 
The patients had more extensive CAD 



Ischemia did not provide incremental information 

Panza JA. JACC 2013;18::1860-1870 

Inducible myocardial ischemia does not identify patients with worse prognosis 
or those with greater benefit from CABG over OMT in STICH substudy 



Defining “Response” to treatment 

What constitutes ‘benefit’ 
from therapy ? 



Reasons for non-recovery after revascularization 

Shah BN. EHJ 2013;34:1323-1334 



Defining “Response to treatment” 

Shah BN. EHJ 2013;34:1323-1334 

Almost of all clinical trials have focused on “survival” 
But, treatment response cannot be defined as single parameter 



The Role of Viability Testing 



Viability test before revascularization 

 

 

 LV dysfunction in patients with CAD is not always an irreversible 

process, as LV function may improve substantially after CABG 

 

 Assessment of myocardial viability is often used to predict improvement 

in LV function after CABG and thus select patients for CABG 

 

 Numerous studies have suggested that identification of viable 

myocardium also predicts improved survival after CABG  

 



Shah BN and Roxy Senior. EHJ 
2013;34:1323-1334 



In summary, 

 The evidence for revascularization 
 Although CABG did not reduce all-cause mortality in the STICH trial, there was a 

significant decrease in cardiac mortality and the combined secondary endpoint of all-
cause mortality and hospitalization for any cardiovascular cause. 

 The substantial effect of OMT should not be underestimated in the management of 
ischemic HF  

 

 The role of viability testing  
 There is no definite evidence to support routine noninvasive evaluation of myocardial 

viability before revascularization  

 The current role of viability testing remains the prediction of potential functional and 
clinical improvement in patients with impaired LV EF 

 It can help patients and physicians to make better choices about therapies which 
could potentially improve their functional status, even if currently we do not have 
robust evidence that they may improve their survival 

 

 Dedicated randomized controlled trials using high resolution modalities 
such as PET and LGE-CMR are needed to discern the incremental 
benefits that revascularization may afford based on the presence of 
myocardial viability 

 




